
Action Research & Action 
Design Research



Key Facts: Action Research

• Research method used in social or organizational science

• Seeks transformative change by taking actions and doing research on 
the same time

• Participatory method: Researchers and participant of a research 
situation are cooperating

Theoretic research to find 
solutions to improve the 
identified problems

Real-life observation to 
study the side effects and 
improve the solution
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Aspects of Action Research

• To solve or at least explain the problems of an analyzed solutionObjective

• The object of the research is analyzed in the social situation and with the different 
problems found in that situationObject

• Decisions, actions and every international activity of the participant actors are monitoredProcess

• Interaction between researchers and participants in the studied situationInteraction

• The research is not limited to an action (risk of activism), but intends to increase 
knowledge or researchers and the “level of consciousness” of people and groups involvedResult
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Key Facts: Design Research

• Research method used in operation research and information systems

• Generates knowledge by designing an artifact 

• Artifacts are the products of a design process:
• Constructs

• Models

• Methods 

• Implementations 

• Research focus: Developing a solution or an artifact for a real-life 
problem and evaluate it in real-life



Aspects of Design Research

• The problem must be relevant and formally explainedProblem
• The researcher must stress, that there is still no solution for the problem under study

• The researcher must propose satisfactory solutions, not necessary optimal solutionsSolution

• The artifact that will be used to solve the problem must be duly developed Development
• Every artifact must be evaluated to verify whether it meets pre-determined specifications (utility 

and viability)Evaluation

• It is fundamental that the research contributes to improve knowledge of organizational systemsAdding Value
• The researcher should publicize the results of the research, as well as “how” it was conducted

• The implementation from the research should also be publishedPublicizing



Action Design Research

Action Research & Design Research

Similarities Differences

Both generate new knowledge through 
theoretical contributions and 
simultaneously the generation of 
practical improvements

Focus of action research = Joint 
generation of knowledge during the 
study
Focus of design research = Develop a 
solution to a real-life problem

Action design research combines both methods. It is used 
for example in information science to develop 
implementations in close cooperation with users. The focus 
is on both the solution and the social situation it is used in.
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